Hovermap
Leading the way in drone autonomy and mapping.

Hovermap, developed by Emesent, is a LIDAR mapping and autonomy payload which provides a complete solution for inspection and mapping of Assets. The SLAM based solution, no GPS required, is ideal in situations such as mines, tunnels, under cover or other GPS denied applications and provides 360-degree active collision avoidance for drones. The award winning Hovermap is also suitable for above ground Lidar mapping and can be used as a handheld mapping device. Hovermap, providing your business with previously unavailable solutions.

August 2019 Specials

Hovermap - Autonomy level 1 package
This AL1 package includes the below extras at no additional charge!

- One year subscription license for 3D reshaper,
  includes Base Package plus survey module and one hour of on-line training.
- 1 X DJI Matrice 600 Pro drone base kit with Samsung tablet.

Hovermap - Hand held or vehicle mounted package
This HH package includes the below extras at no additional charge!

- One year subscription license for 3D reshaper,
  includes Base Package plus survey module and one hour of on-line training.

Craig Setch of Setch Design says.
I am blown away by the Hovermap. The time savings achieved in the field and the office are ridiculous!

Call 07 3862 6210 for more information
survey.crkenney.com.au
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